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ABSTRACT 
lnteracti\'e progrdmming environments for l,mgudges offe~ many a<ivantages 
over tradit ional batch-ori ented ones, such as immpd iate static analysis. One form 
of analysis is type checking, yet type checking in this setting fo r languages with 
common features like overloadi ng has received little attention 
We implement an interanivf' type chf'cker for t he polymorphic type system 
of AfL with overloading. The implementation was prociuced auto:r,atically [,om an 
att r ibute grammar us in~ the Syuthesizer Generator , an attribute evaluator generator 
Type inference thf'll is accomplished via attr ibute evalua.tion so that if the evalllation 
is done incrementally, then type inference becomes increment",l a:; well. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In t his thesis, we assume the redG.er is familiar with basic ty pe theory an d its 
associated notatioaal conventions. "\Ie a lso assume a g~neral ramii iMity wi th the 
conce? ts dnd notation of the lambda-calculm. A comprehensi ve presentation of 
thC8C concepts can be fOl.n.d ;:1 t r.e texts of Thompson [Tho91 ] a[Od Gunter [G un92 j 
The advantages of inte~actjye prograrmning environments to increase program 
mer elTccli"cncss and maximize utiliza tion of system resources arc significant. For 
example , during prog~am development, extensive context · sensitive lype checking is d. 
valuable tool. The immediate recogni t ion of type errors at this stage could yie ld V"-'3t 
imprQvements to the q\:ality and rel iabi li ty of today's softwil.re products , Va luable 
systcm resources would be pre~erved through decreased W&'i te due to unnecessary 
re-compilations. Per~a?s more signifi cantly, the advantages of providing an environ-
rr,ent ,'vV here programmers can focus on the fuudamental aspects of a proLlelil with 
a much higher degree of continuity are clear. 
T he study of type inference is integral to this effort. T hough significant ad-
vauces have been made in this research area, further wurk needs to be cone. This 
th esis considers a suitable type system for implementing a polymorphic prugram -
m ing language with overloading. Utilizing this type system, an implement at ion is 
produced that performs incremental type inference in an interac.tive environment. 
Qne can argue that system AfL repre~cnis the current state of the art in type 
~ptems. It is a polymorphic type sy~tem but prohibits the usc of overluading. Yet 
the need for overloading in programming languages is well known. Current imper-
dtive languages, such &'i Ada and C++, and even the functional language standard 
1vfL , allow an identifier to represent different types hut the resulting programs merely 
contain monomorphic instances overloaded on an identi flCrs name. A process called 
overloading resolution is required to assign it. particular type to an ident ifier based 
on its CO:ltext. Consider the following expressiO:1S, where + is defined over integers 
and realo 
(a j 1 + 2 
W' 1.0+2.0 
What is the type of +? We ouly know that it call have the type int --+ int --+ int 
or the type rcal - . real --+ real. But we can reliably d.';sign neither of these types to 
T without first examining its context. In a polymorphic language, like ML , we can 
assign + the type Va . Q ..... Q ..... a but this r<'sults in + having too many types. On 
the other hand, if we a..%ign + the type real --+ real --+ real we preclude its use in 
expression (a). We will examine these issues in more detail in Chapter II. 
\Vhat is needed is a means to express a type for + which encompasses all of 
its possible types and lIO mure. \Ve can do this with the use of COHstnl i ned type 
schemes. \Ve can then assign to any occurrence of +, regard less of its context, the 
type 'rio with(+ : a --+ 0 --+ oj. 0 --+ 0 --+ o. This means that + can assume any 
finite typc 0 --+ 0 --+ 0, with 0 instantiated to any particular type for which + i~ 
defined. 
Using the concept of constrained type schemes, an extension to system }fL has 
heen developed incorporating overloading called MLd • The associated type inference 
algorithm Wd infers principal types for eXpressions in MLo. It turns out that, l:nless 
we place restriction~ on the kinds of o\'crloaJings we can express using constrained 
type schemes, typability in MLo is undecidable. In Chaptcr IV we consider a form of 
o"erloading called parametric overloading which makes typahility in ML., decidable 
and present an algorithm which determines satisfiability of constraints with rcspect 
to a parametric assumption set. 
A . IMP LEMENTING IV, 
\V~ perform~ hatch ty?C inference. III t h:s respect, it is unsilitable for direct 
iIlcorporation into a useful interact ive programm ing enviroulIlent. \>"'hal is needed 
is an i!lcrementai approach to type inference which will provide immed iate feedback 
\.0 t he p rogrammer when type errors are encountered. 
One might attempt to rewrite Wo to achieve incremental type inference. Ollr 
approach is to utilize the formaiism of attribute grammars to exp~ess rvo_ [n t:1i5 
setting type inference i, perfoflIlw: via attribute evaluation. As expr~sions are input 
a correspo:,ding chil.!lgc is reflected in the attribution. If we are able to perform 
attribute evaluation illcreme:ltally, type inference can also be don", incrementally 
Fu~thermore, it is implicit in the formalism 
V'/e present ap. implemell tatioll of WQ utilizing an attribute gramnur in SSL, the 
langaage of the Synthesizer Generator of Grammatech. It is an attribute evaluator 
generator that takes as input a set of attribate eqnat ions and returns as out pat 
an attribuk evaluator, or in our case, a type-checker. Hy utilizing the Synthesizer 
Gene~ator for our implementation we are not only able to produce an attribute 
evaluator , but one in which att~ibute evaluation is done incrementally. As a ,·esult, 
we are able to achieve both attrilllite evaluation and type inference in an incremental 
setting. Chapters IV and V discuss details of the implementation and the algorithms 
used 
II. TYPE SYSTEMS 
rhe concept of type systems in p rogramming langu ages Jeal~ with a set of 
cules which, when applied to terms of a language, produce types for those terms 
The notion of ty?es in programming languages has been given steadi ly increasing 
importance over the past several years. It is d ear t hat languages wi th fich type 
classes offer programmers more flexi bility in moddillg real- world objects. Yet, there 
~emains a significant lack of consensus as to what types are. As consen~u~ in this area 
is criti cal to tht:' successful app lication of type theory to practical implementat ions 
of !lew programming environments, this chapter outlines the most important aspects 
of type systems and their application to this thesis. 
A. WHAT IS A TYPE? 
\Vhcll discussing types, there exists a tendency to confuse the di~tinctioll be-
tween implemclltation issues and the underlying nature of types in genera l. Actual 
machines, for example, provide relatively few types (i.e. integers, floating-point num-
bers , poillters, ctc. .. ). The implementation of types in a high-level language, while 
posing some very real problems ill the area of compiler design, should remain dis-
tinct from a discussion of type correctness in the higher context of the meaning of 
types. \Vith reference to impl ementation issues, referred to as Reductionist type 
correctness, Smith states: 
The key issue is how to protect the representation from misllse. [Smi91J 
In t his thesis, we will llut concern ourselves wit h th~ rcductlonist view of types. 
Rather, we will view a type as au a lgebra, a set of values and operations such that 
th~ is closed under th~~e operatiolls. For ~xamplc, type in! ~s (he set of iUlegers 
logether w-ith the u~llal arithmetic opemtiom, but the set of natura- :lumh ers and 
the predecessor operation do not form a type. This vie,,' give:; us a fllndamental has:s 
f:'om ""hich to discuss the mean:ng and usage of types in programming langu'lgc~ 
l:llell(umbered by 'rr,p:ementat'oD issnes, Operations of an a-gebra ace iixiomatized, 
provi(!ing lhen a s emantic~ I,hat ont' ca rl Il~t' to reason a~out programs i:l which t hey 
occ ur. In ordt'r to liS t' t he ax:oms, hO',vever, it m ay he n,ect";sary lo restrict the type~ 
of certain .:)[o,e:ram arguments to the algebras i:l qut':ltion. For example, if we Me to 
}:ove (hal a function add~ 1 lo ib argumenl lhell we might wish :0 ;lX type of 
ts argumellt:o int, say. For some programs, though, fea:loning car} proceed without 
Sttrh programs aTe c<tlled polymorphic 
B . POLYMOR P H ISM 
Polymorphic rneans 1.0 have many forms V.fith r~spect lo programminp; lan-
gl~age ~" re:"t'rs to programs or terms which have many type~, or call operat.e on 
values of many t.ypes. Perhaps more intuitively, we can st ate :hat tht' purpo~e of 
polymorphism is to allow programs which Hse a single name to operate on many 
different lype~ o[ inputs and, perhaps, produce different types uf ou(pu: 
Vit' will first he concerned with a form of polymorphism called parumdl'ir poly_ 
morphism,>,>'here polymorphic entities can be described by a universally quantified 
"ormula wit h all quantification at the outermost. level (e.g. Va.a -+ aj. In Figure 2.1, 
we give all example of a function, length, defined in a generic polymorphic program 
",iug language. \Ne can ascribe to lel19th type Va.li8t(a) ----+ into It's meaning is a 
funct.ion which ~iven a. list computes its length. 
LaJlguages which do not sut-'port polymorphism put unnecessary restrictions on 
the llse of a function. Consider the P1l.Scal program in Fignrt' 2.2. Procedure min 
has the type: inl ----> inl ----+ in/. Yet there is nothing inherent in min which depends 
function length(,;) 
( 
if not null (,;) then 
1 + length(tail(x)) 
else 
Figure 2.1' Polymorphic length function 
on integer. Replacing j nt ~g el" with chu,' would yield a correct Pa5cal program with 
m~auing corre~ponding to the lexicographic ordering of characters. 
It i~ not uucommon for the claim to be made that Ada is a polymorphic pro 
gramming language, as in [ASU86]. One might argue that it is, but really only w~akly 
so. Through t he use of generics, oIle can define a template for representing what 111'-
pears to be a polymorphic function. In the example of Figu re 2.3, one might wish to 
ascribe the type Va.a ___ 0: - . a to the Ada function min within the generic package 
.H Il\'YK G. This would indicate that min is defined over all instantiations of a, 
including int aiid chal". T his is obviously not the case, for a generic package cannot 
be llsed directly in Ada. It must first be instantiated for a particular type so that it 
can be properly type checked. Thoagh the Jangaage provides constructs for express-
ing polymorphism , the resulting compiled program merely contains monomorphic 
instances of the function overloaded on the identifier mi'l. Research into providing 
polymorphism in an imperative language is ongoing jCar87! 







Figure 2.2: Pascal min function 
gener1C 
type ITL"! 1S private; 
with func tio:l. "<"eleft,righ<.; ITEM) 
r eturn BDOLEAN is <>; 
package MIN_PKG is 
function min(x,y ; ITEM) return ITEM is 
begin 
if x < y <.;lien 
ret'.lrnex) 
else 
re t urr. {y) 
e:l.d :'lin; 
Figure :2.3; Ada gener~c mm function 
Tt is clear that parametric polymorphism is a desirable property of practical 
programming languages. Yet , in practice, situations arise where parametric polymor-
phism alone cannot provide us with the means to exprehs certain types adequately. 
Consider a polymorphic type for min in Figllfe 2.2. Clearly it is meaningful for 
multiple types. However, jf we ascribe the type VOl. 01 ---? 01 • 01 to min, terms witL-
out meaning, such as min(true, fa lse), become typable. It can he seen that min 
depend~ on "<" being defined over its parameters. What is needed is the ability to 
restrict use of min to input types whose values arc partially ordered. In ot uer words, 
we need to he able to overload ~<~ so that min is polymorphic yet bounded in the 
types of arguments to wuich it can be applied, a fOIm of bounded polymorphism. 
C . OVERLOADING 
The common view of overloading is stated as follows; 
An overloaded symbol is one that Las different mea" illgs depending on 
its context [A SU86] (emphasis added). 
This process of determining the mea.ning of an expn~ssion by examining its c.ontext 
is called ov~rloading resolution. This is, in fact, t.he usual way of lreating overloaded 
symbob in a. program; riemanding t.hal t.he 10cHI context. of a:l overloaded ,ymbol 
det,erm;rw a particular overloadin,!!; to be used at each occurrence. This kind of 
treatment is used even in the polymorphic language AfL. In fact, any ovedoading 
that requires overloading re~olution to determine its meaning is termed an incoherent 
oHd()(rding auri gives rise to potential semautic ambiguity Fur example 
I, ,,,,~ ""'~ ce"', ) l * : Vc..malri:z:(et) --+ matri:z:(a) --, matrix(a! 
is an incoherent. overluddiug uf the oper<l,tor * where" ~t,mds for real multiplication 
and mat.rix multiplication 
COllEider a term )\I,).Y. x * y. \Ve can infer two different types for it: /"fa/--+ 
real --+ rw/ aud Vc..matri:z:(n) ---> mdri.r(a) ----> mdri.r(n). '0/e must apply I,he 
proces~ of overloading resolution to determine the meaning of the term. 
'\ more desirable form of overloading, called coherent overloadin'1, arises wheu 
an overloading is constructed iu such a way thal it:; various iustauccs share a WIll-
man semantics. In this ca.'f', overloading resolution is not. rf''llJired to asuibe a 
unique meaning to terms. It's meaning i ~ uniquely determined from an inspection 
of the axioms for the operators occurring in a term. For example, suppose ~ is 
commutative. \Ve can readily see that our overloading iu (2.1) is iucohcrcni. For. 
although we can derive from (2.l) that >'x,,\y.x "'y has type 7't1l1---+ l'tlll--+ IT.ai and 
Va. matrix(Q) --+ matrix(o:) ---+ matriz(a), ma.trix multiplica.tion is not cornmuta· 
t.ive. Tf we replace our second assumption 011 .. with .. : int ---> inl ---> inl witL lhc 
meaning of integer multiplication, the overloa.ding now becomes cohf'rent for both 
integer and real multiplication are commuta.tive. So we know that regardless of the 
types of z and l/, the function is commutative. 
As will be seen, whi le our implerr.entation of W o does not prohibit the inlroduc 
tion of incoherent overload ings, Ollr assumption is that all over loadings are coherent 
If this assum?tion is invalid wit h ~espect to a particula: overloading, tyaes will still 
be correct ly infe~red for expressions involving that overloading . However, the guar· 
antee that the meaning 01 melt an expression is uniquely determined is lost 
SUl'prisingly, it is common in current languages to introduce incoherent over· 
loadi ngs regardless of the potential for semantic ambiguities. In Ada, for example, 
the operator is overloaded wi t h different meanings of integer and float i n.~·po i nt 
d ivision. 
O verloadings allowed in most lallguages, including: Ada, C++ and standard 
,".4£ , are restricted to being fill ite. In the AfLo type system this res t riction is 
lifted. For example, we can represent an infinite overloadin g over lists under equali ty 
as: 'io with = : ()" - . a -'> bool . lis/to) -'> lis/(o) --+ boo/. In this Ca'le , if = has an 
instance at T --+ T --+ bool, then it also has au instance at IIs/(Tl --+ lis/(T) --+ /mol 
III. THE ML TYPE SYSTEM AND 
OVERLOADING 
In this chapter we consider an exlcnsicD of a Curry-style typed lambda cal -
cu lu~ (;\01 with type schemes called System AfL As mentio:led previously, a type 
scheme represents p(1l'ame/ric polymorphism, implying that all quantification must 
be Qutermobt, or shallow. Research aimed at re:noving this rcstrictio:l is described 
in [Lci83, /'vlcC84, KT90j. 
A frf~e identifier may he denoted ;l,S having infinitely many types via a type 
scheme. For insiance, the primitive LISP operation hd may be given ihc type: 
Va. seq{a) --+ {} which would indicate that for any choice of (x, say r, hd has the 
type: seq(r) --+ l" 
System I\IL preserves ihe property of principal types; every typable term ha, a 
principal type, one that is more general than any other type derivable for the term 
For i:lstance, the term >..f.>..x.fx, f and x ocnnring free , wOl.:ld have as principal 
type Va. V.B. (0. --> fJ) --> (0 --> P). This is regarded as the most general typing for 
this expression. This means that any type whatsoever of )..f.)..x.fx can be derived 
from the type '<:/0. Vp. (0 --> /1) --> (0 --> .3) by suitably instantiating 0 and j3 
formally, we say ihat all the types of >..f.>..x.fx are i1l.5tana!l of the priucipal type. 
The existence of principal types means that a type inference algorithm will always 
compute a unique "best" type for a program. 
In order to relain principal types, lambda abstraction in System JHL , as in .'\0, 
is monomorphic. This means that lambda-bound identifiers within a >..-expression 
cannoL be assigned multiple type~. Consider the expression (>..x.x()..y.y))>..z .z. This 
expres~ion is Lypahle in SY!ltem ML with principal type "10.0 --> o. This conforms Lo 
10 
the restrictioll Oll lambda ahstractio:l ,r, whi le heing able to assume infinitely 
many va l ue~, hd.,'; polymorphic type 'Ii(Uy ---> o' . The restriction is manifest when 
an attempt at ~~'if-application is made wit hin a A-expression. for example, a term 
ouch iI.S ()"y. yy))"x. x is illegal ill System kfL Here, y must be aLle to aSSLlme two 
different types; (0' ---> ti) al \d <l: for some particular Ct. This results in the term Ay. yy 
having type VCt.(V(3./3 ---> (3 ) ---> 0, which is not a prIncipal type 
II! order to allow free :delltifiers denoting poly morphic values to he assigned 
multiple types, one uses the let construct , The above expression can then be rep-
resented as let y = AX, x in y y. This involves no inner quantification, tiince each 
insta!!ce of y is replaced with Ax.:r in determining the type for yy. 
System ML , like Ao, has a de<:idaole typability problem. In other words, if a 
type cxititti for a. program (there may he more than one), t he type inference algorithm 
Ivil l be able to infer a correct type for it. COllversely, if a type does not exist, the algo-
rithm i ~ capa.ble of making that determination. System ML is abo widely accepted 
and has been incorporated into mainstream languages like Standard ML [H:\-lMR6J 
and Miranda rTurS6j . Yet , an obvious and practical limitation exists in .system ML 
that prohibits overloading by restrictillg the number of assumptions per identifier 
in a type as~umption set to at most one. Milner himself makes the comment in his 
1978 paper [~'lili8j that allowing more than one a.;;sumptioll is desirable. 
An extensioll to tbe ML type system has heen developed called ,U4[VoS91j . It 
retains principal types and allows overloading. Deviations from Sy~leHi ML include 
the introduction of conslmined typt schemes and mudiiications to the type instanti-
ation and generalization rules. Many extensions of System ,HL have been proposed 
to incorporate overloading. Among these are tho:: systems of [Ka.e88, CD09L, Smi9 1, 
Kae92, Jun92 j and those related to the development of the functional programming 
language Haskell [WaB89, CH092, NiP93]. All of these type systems share the no-
11 
lion of a constrained type scheme in ~'arious forms. A nitique of tltcse type systems 
is given in [VoI93b]. 
A. AILo 
Gi\'en a set of type variables (a,8« , . . ) and a set of type wnstrllctors (int. 
real. bool, list, .. ) of various arities, the set of un quantified types is defined by 
T ::= a 11"" -+ 1"" 1 X( T I • • " 1"",,) 
The sd of quantified types or type schemes, then, is defined by 
(1 ::= 11(01' .,a,,) with (XI: 1""1, . ,xm : 1""m). 1"", 
where 0"1, ,a", is the set of quantified variables of (1, Xl : TI.' ,x",: 1""m is the set 
of constmillts on 0" , and T is the body of 0" . If there are no quantified variables, the 
~V" may be omitted. If there are no constraints, the "with" may be omitted. In 
our terminology, 0" will always be reserved to represent a type scheme, (i denotes an 
abbreviation for aj, .. , Q" and C will be used to represent a list of constraints. The 
most general form of a type scheme is then: 
0" ::= V Q with C. T 
A .mbstituiioll is a set of replacements for type variables applied simultaneously 
to all type variables. For example: 
[OJ, , .. . 0:" :== TI, .. , T,,] 
is a substitution where all of the a;'s are distinct. The substitution is applied to a 
type r by simultaneously replacing all of the o;'s with th~ corresponding ris. The 
application of substitution S to type 1"" will be denoted by T S. 
Two new type assignment rules, (V·intro) and (V-elim), are given in Figure 3.1; 
these represent extensions to System ML developed to accommodate overloading. It 
should also be noted that if the constraint list C is empty, these two extensions are 
identical to type generalization and instantiation in system ML [MiI78, DaM821· 
12 
(hypath) A~x cr,ifx cr E A 
(---t-elim) Af-.~rI:1" ___ 1"', Af-N 
Af-(MN) 1"' 
(let) A I- M: cr, Ax U {x: cr} f- ,V 
A f let x _ M in N : 1" 
(V-intro) (6 not free in A) 
(V-elim) A f-;\1 : Vii with C, 1"', A f- C (i):= f) 
A f- M 1"' [00; - T] 
Figure 3.\: System ,lIyfL, 
Consider it term M 0:: ,\x. ,\y. ((x'" x) 0:: y) which contains free identifiers," and 
=, and the following assumption sd. 
A ~ j : • ~J:;:~~ ;:i~J' } 
10:: :'10 with ~ : 0 -+0-+ 0,0:: O ...... Q -+ bool.lis/(o) ...... h~t(o) -+ 0001 
Htne we show a derivation of 
A f-A:r.'\y.((:r.:r) = y) :Vo with.:o -+ 0 -+ Ct,=:o -+ 0 -+ bool " t-+o -+ bool 
in MLo. 
1" 
p, W ~_ 
(4) (_.elim) 
(5) (hypath) 
(6) AV (. ,0_ a _a}v(= : c. _a _ loof)v{x: ,,)vb: ,,) ~:'''"' _ ,, _Ioof (hYI>Q,h) 
(7) AV{. '''' _" _ "}V{=:,, _'" _ !ool}V{x: ")V{v,,,,}~ = (., • .,) ,a_IMf (hypo,h) 
(8) AU{. '" -a _ <>jV{=:" _" _ loof}V{x , ,,,ju (~: "J I- (x.x) = ~, 1001 (hrpoth) 
(9) AU {.:" _0_ <>1 V{.:" _ ,,_ 100/) V (x :«}I- ~V , «z .x) = ~) '" _ ,,,I (_.intro) 
(10) AU{.' <> _a _ "}v( = ,,, _ " _ I,.f} I- ~~.~y.«~.,,) =v) : " _" _ Io.f ( __ ;ntm) 
(11) A ,~{. ,<>_a_"lv{='''_''_loolJ:"",, ; .. j) (hypot h) 
(1.) AI- ~,,".~~ .« ~ . ,,) = ~ ) :11", ";1b .,,, _" _a. =: " _ a _ 1001." _" _ I,.f (lI. in,co) 
\Ve are required to introd uce assumptions about * and = in our derivation in 
order to arrive at a ty pe for M. However, for our der ivation to sllcceed, we need 
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to 'oe able to discharge those assumptions via the \i-intra rule. This ensures that 
/1'1 can 'oe derived from only our initial assumption set A. The \i·intro rule deviates 
from generalization ill SystWI ML in that it requires that the const raint set C be 
derivahle from the initial assumption set A. This ensures that C is satisfiable with 
respect to A . In our derivat ion , we r:an see from (11 ) that satisJin bility is achieved 
oy silusti t uting int for o. In general, there can oc more than one finite type which 
sa t. isfi es thi s requiremcnt. For example, if = were defined for reab , both int and 
unl could be used in our subst itution for n. Conversely, it is not always possible to 
achieve satisfiabi lity. For instance , if we removed the second assumption on - from 
A, our derivation would eud at (10). There would be no ~jngle substitution for n 
which could satisfy the overlapping constraint requircments in (11 ) and we would 
conclude that M i~ untypable with respect to A 
This requircment for satisfiability of constraint sets cnsurcs that the type sy~tem 
AfL~ is sound . It is interesting to compare MI" to a similar extension to system ."'fL 
proposed by Kaes [Kae88] based on type kinds, where a type kind is a universe of 
types over which a type variable may be quantified. It proposed a restricted form 
of overloading which is gcnerally thc same restriction adopted by MI". However, 
this type system turns out to be unsound in that it does Dot enforce satisfiability of 
const raint sets as outlined above. This results in terms with multiple non-overlapping 
constraints being deemed typable ill some instances. In th~ last example of the 
previous paragraph, for instance, the term M would be deemed typable. On the 
other hand, the simila.r work of [CD091], in an effort to relax the restrictions on 
overloading in Kaes type system, enforces satisfiability and hence remains sound. 
We have shown, by example, the process required to determine the typability 
of a term in ,\1/'0' This process can be described as a modification to th~ concept. 
lIsed in system }rll" of strong type inference [Tiu90]. Formally, strong ty~ inference 
says that a term At is typable with resp~ct to a.n assumption 8Ct B if A I- M : (J is 
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derivable for some type (J' and B <;;; A. This criterion turns out to be less restrictive 
t han required in the presence of overloading. We are free, under strong typ~ injert! nce, 
to choose any assumption set A which contains B, Returning to our derivation, it 
can be seen that, in step (II), we would have t he freedom to introduce any new 
assumptions we required in order to satisfy typability under strong Iype inference, 
resulting in untypablc terms being deemed typable. Strong lype ITI/crt!nce relics on 
the premise that assumption sets may contain at most one assumption per identifier. 
This premise, of course, does not hold in M4,. We then can view typabi lity in M4, 
as being that of strong type inference with the requirement that B = A. [n other 
words, B f-- M : u must be derivable for some type u. 
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IV. TYPE INFERENCE IN SYSTEM ML, 
An algorithm , based Oll W of system ML , has been developed for AfLo named 
Wo ~Sm i 911 . In t.his chapter , we will discuss type inference ut ilizing We, which is 
given in Figure 4.1 
W o infers principal types for typaLle expressions in MLo, fai ling on ulltypable 
expressions. Given assumption set A and expression e, Wo (A , e) returns (5, B, T). 
S is a suhstitution such that AS UHf-- e : T is derivable. n represents a set of 
constraints on A, which describe dependencies asMlciated with overloaded ident.ifiers 
occurring in e, needed to arrive at a. type for c. Wo, unlike ~V, utilizes the least 
c()mmon generalization (LeG) of an identifier overloaded in A. This concept, along 
with the function do~e(A, B, T) and unify{ T, T'l, we will examine in some detail in 
this chapter. 
The LCG of an o ..... erloaded identi fie r can, perhaps, be be~t described by begin-
ning with an example. Consi<"ler the identifier *, o ..... erloaded in A with the assump-
tions.. in! .....,. in! ..... int, '" : rwi .....,. 1"~aI .....,. 1"I:aI and • : int ...... real ...... real. We 
can see that all of these assumptions have in common second and third arguments 
which are identical. There is no common ground in their structure with rf".spect to 
l.heir first arguments. 'Ne can describe their common structure by the use of two 
quantified type variables, one for the first argument and another for the remaining 
two. We would then aIlsign all the LCG of ., Va, /3.0 ...... /3 ...... {3. 
More formally, we can say that a common generalization of some set of finite 
types TI ... , T" is T if we can apply some set of suostitut ions S'l, .. , S" such thaI. 
Vi. T 5, = T,. \Ve further say that T is a leali! common generalization if, for any other 
generalization T' of T, there exists a substitution S such that T'S = T. We can 
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Wo( A ,e) is defined by cases: 
eisx 
if x is overloaded in A with LCGVa,T, 
return ([], (x rS} , rS) 
where 5 == [& ;=:= .8] and p are ocw 
else if (x : 'Vet with C . r) E A, 
return ([ ],CS, rS) 
where 5 == [0:=.8] anci jj are new 
e lse fail 
c is )., x. /I1 
let (5, B, T) = Wo( Ar U (x: o} , M ) where 0' is new 
return (5, 8, 05-, r l, 
eis MN 
let (5, B , r) =:: Wo( A, M ) 
let (5', B' , T' ) = Wo(AS,N) 
le t 5 " = IInify(rS' , r' __ 0) where 0' is oew 
retu rn (55'S", BS'S" u 8'5",05") . 
e is let x = At in N 
let (5, e,T ) = Wo(A, M ) 
let (8' , u ) = clQse( AS, e,f) 
let (5', B",T') = Wo(ArSU {x: a } , N ) 
return (55',8'5' U B", T'l. 
Figure 4.1: Algorithm Wo 
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extend this principle to constrained type schemes by applying the concept over the 
hodi~s of each const rained type scheme. Least common generalizat ions are discussed 
in [Rey70J , which gives an algorithm for computing them. 
Function unify of Wo performs first · order unification of terms in expressions 
In essence, unify(-r', -r") returns a substitution S such that -r'S = T il S . and fails i f 
no su ch substitution exists. Formal discussions of unification a re given by Knight 
and Robinson in IRob65 , Kni89J. 
Function close of Wo takes as input (A, il, T) and returns a constrainf'd type 
scheme for T. This is accomplished, essentially, by applying the (V-intra) ru le of 
i'dLo to T. Function satisfy wit hin clost'. checks for sat isfiability of B with respect to 
A. The iss ue of sat is fi abi lity tUrDS Ollt to be one of the more int f' resting IHoblems in 
the MLo type system. \Ve will discuss this problem, therefore, in detail later in this 
chapter. Actually, there is la t itude in how one computes the closure of a type ill 
W oo A basic algorithm for dose is given by Smith [Smi91] which is suffici ent in sup-
porting hi s soundness and compidt'.ness proofs of \Vo, but leaves t he critical issue 
of satisfiability somewhat unresolved. Our implementation of W, uses an algorithm 
developed by Volpano which incrementally determines sat isfiability as an expression 
is being constructed [Vo193a]. This approach allows us to detect certain type er 
~o rs , wit h respect to constraints, earlier than the al ternative approach of delaying 
satisfiability checks until the complete expression has been type checked. 
V,le reproduce Vo!pano's algorithm for close(A, B, T) here for the sake of com-
pleteness: 
1. Let V he the set of ali fi nite types in B. For any two types T\ and r2 in V, 
define an undirected edge (Tl. T2 ) if types T\ and T2 share a type variable, and 
let E be the set of all ~uch edges. 
2 Let B' be t he set of all constraints x : r' ill B for which t here is no Til 
such that r" contains a variable free in A and t here is a path from T' to in 
(V,£). 
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3. [f 8' is unsatisfiablc under A then fail 
1 Let C be the set of all constraints x T' in /3 for which thf!re is Til such 
that T and Til shil.re a type variable and there is a path from (V, E) 
5. Return 
b,lt not 
8' , Va with C . T), where a are the ~ype variables free in Cor T 
[n steps (J) and (2) we define a graph which COllIlccts constraints in B which 
share a type variable, and extract types from B whi ch do r:ot overlap OIl a type 
variable . Set H' t hen contai!ls all of the constrai!lts in B which cali be eliminated. 
provided they arc collectiv'ely satisfi able with respect to A. 1f we assume, as we 
do in our implementation, t hat the init ial asslJmption set cannot contain free type 
variables . then in the final call to dUlie we a re guaranteed that all constrajIl~s ir; B 
win he discharged. This approach allows us to perform satisfiability checks in an 
incremental manner. \Ve do not eliminate a constraint from B if it requires us to 
instant iate a type variable to some finite type; a subsequent, term ill the expression 
may require instant ia t ion of that type variable, in which case we nocd to be able to 
ensure that previOlls overloading dependenc.ies are sa.tisfied, Consider the example, 
slight ly modified, from [VoI93aj. If we have a~sumption set 
{ 
6 , 6001 } 
A = + illt - ill t --+ int, 
+ lilt ---. real --+ n~ai, 
= : Va.a --+ a --+ boot 
recognizing that + has LCG 'Va. a --+ a --+ a, sa.y we have the part ial expression 
Ax . le t Y = Az.pair(z+ z ,z +x) in < exp > . 
where <cxp> represents a placeholder. ~Va, in the process of computing a type for 
);, makes the cail , 
c1ose(A U {z : a}, B, 1 --+ b x a)), 
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where B is the constraint set, 
B={+:, ..... I ..... I, +:I---->a ..... n}. 
Function close determines that B' is empty, since all constraints in 8 share a type 
variable, ). ::)0 B is determined satisfiable, and dose leaves B intact in ret l:rning 
(8, Vi with B. ~i ..... (r x n)). 
:\0"1, suppose we replace <rxp> with the term x = b. This determi:les the type of 
x to he bool. W~ now makes its final call to close for the entire .\-expression as 
dose(A, B, bool ...... bool) 
where 
B = {+ , ..... 1 ..... 1, +:"'1 ..... bool ..... b()ol}. 
In our final call to dose, since O',,u initial assumption set contains no free type vari-
ahles, step (2) of the algorithm discharges all assumptions from B. This final call, 
then, fails since the second constraint 011 + is Ililsatisfiahle. Tn the previous cal! to 
close, if we had discharged the constraints on + by including them ill B', satisfiahility 
would be decided by instantiation of 1 to int and 0. to felil. As a result, the final 
call to close would succeed, causing an ulltypable expression to be deemed typahle 
A. PARAMETRlC OVERLOADING AND 
SATI SFIABILITY 
Typability ill MLo is Turing reducible to the problem of deciding whether a set 
of constraints is satisfiable with respect to a given set of type assumptions. Through 
tbe use of constrained type schemes, we can be very expressive in ff~presenting over-
loadings. It turns out that, unless we restrict our representations to certain kinds of 
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/ : iltt -+ mt --. rmi 
/ : real ---t rml --+ real 
+ . int --+ inl --+ lnt 
+ rcal ---+ /'ea/--4 real 
..... : Va with + : a --+ Cr. --+ O . 
--+list(Q ) --+ 
aWj ' l/o + Ct - . () --+ (t, 0 --+ (Y --+ l~al 
--+ITal 
(1"'.)9 : '10 + (> --+ a --+ 0:, / : a --+ a --+ real 
se/(a) ' I'f'(ll 
F\e:urc 4.2: lnfinik and recursive over loadings 
ovcrloadings, t r.e prob!cm of CO Il ~ t raint - set satisfiabljity. and therefore typaoi iity, in 
MLo is undecidable [Smi91j. 
Consider the assumption set in Figure 4.2. VVe can see that the assump t ions 
O' n au!] ane. + contain i nJinitf' Qverioadings, e.g. , + can assume a finite type, say 
I1st{ list{ . .. (Iist( int)))). Note a lso the occurrences of reC,.rsiVf ovcrloadings. where 
t he sat isfIabiliiy of the constraint set depends on the assumption itself. A rll1.d'U(llly 
r ccurs iUf overloading would result if we added a con~trai llt involving a"H to the tli ird 
assu m ption on .;.-
Const raint -set satisfiabi lity remailiS undecidable in the presence of mataal re-
cursion and/or st raight recursion without restrictions [VoI94a]. We should t herefore 
explore suitable bounds on recursion which make our satisfiability problem decidable. 
\Ve can see that recursion is a natural occurrence in pract.ice t hrough our example 
in F igure 4.2. For this reason, while it makes const raint-set satisfiability decidable, 
forbidding recursion entirely is unacceptable. 
Various approaches have been examined. Smith gives a restriction called ov~r-
loading by constructors which makes constraint·set satisfiahility decidable in polyno-
mial time [Smi91]. But it disallows constraints on an overloaded identifier x involving 
y where x I- y. This would prohibi t the overloading on avg in Figure 4.2. Another 
restriction, similar to that proposed by Kaes [KaeS8] and adopted by Haskell [HasS9], 
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is called paramciric overloading. 
Parametric overloading is a more practical form of overloading whid.! allows 
natural ly recllrsive overloading like that of Figure 4.2 and makes constraint-set sat-
isfiahility dccidable. This is the form that we adopt ill this thesis. 
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Parametric overloading make~ use of the concept of the leas t common gtncr-
uiizati()n of fini te types discussed earlier_ We; give a formal defini tion here fro~ 
[VoI94hl· 
Definition A .. l Parametric a5sumption ~ds are defined inductively 
The er:lpty set is parametric 
If A is parametric with no assumption for x a nd a is a cons t rained type schemt' 
"rio: with C. "" such t hat for each z (0 C, ;: is overloaded in A and p is a generic 
inst ance of its L CG then A U {x parametric 
If A is parametr ic with no ass umption lor x and B is the set 
such tha' 
• x has LCG '<I·Ct. T , 
• x, -F XI for i f j (where X's are type constrllctors of variou, aritics), and 
: pEe, implies that z has LCG V1f. p, for some "If E 1'" and either z is 
overloaded in A or z = x. 
then ;\ U B is parametric. 
Kote that we can only specify constraints which involve an overloaded idcn-
li fler; constraints involving fi nite types or even polymorphic types are not allowed 
un der our definition. Though there are instances where this limits the practical use 
of parametric overloading, thi~ restriction is generally not a limiting factor in prilC-
tice. Smith has considered approaches to relaxing this particular restriction ror type 
checking a language with subtyping and overloading [Smi91, Smi93). Th is thesis, 
however, consider~ overloading only. V\'e can also make the observatiun that an idell-
tifier x parametrically overloaded in A can always be characterized by an LCGwhich 
has only une quantified variable. This gives us a practical view of the restrict ions we 
are talking aLout. 
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ceo./, bOOI ] 
cef 
map, pall' 
Figure 1 .3: Type constructors of various arities 
\\/e call characterize parametric uvcrloadings a.~ a regular forest of trees [VoI94b] 
These regu lar forests can be generated by a class of r:ontexl-frcc grammars ca lled 
regular tree grammars [CeS84 j. If A is paramet ric then eveey overloaded identifier 
x in A has an LeG of the form \/o..T and the set of finite types 11" to which Q call Sc 
instantiated, meaning A r- x : r lu:= II"J is derivable, form a regular tree language or 
forest. 
B. SATISFIABILITY ALGORITHM 
The determination of constraint-set satisfiability, which is computed by the 
function satisfiaMc(A,C), takes the assumption set A and the constraint set C as 
inputs. For any pacametric assumption set A, we t:au construct fo r every overloaded 
identifier;r; i!. regular tree grammar Or such that if I has LCG Vo:. r then for any 
variable-free finite type r', we can derive A f- x : r[o := r'] if an only if r' E 
L(Gr ), where LtGz ) represents the regular tree language generated by Gr,. In this 
context, we need ouly parse r' wi th respect to LtG",) to determine whether mnstraint 
x: r[o:= r'] is satisfiable with respect to A. 
An algorithm for satisfiability has been developed based on the property that 
regular forests are effectively closed under intersection [VoI94bJ. Om implementation 
of lVo uses this algorithm. Consider an example using the parametric assumption set 
of Figure 4.2 and the type con~tructors in Figure 4.3, which includes constructors of 
arity·O,l and 2. 
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\Ve can se~ that ;, + and a1!g are overloaded in A with respective LeG's 
Va . n - . 0' ---'> nal, '10 . 0' ---'> a ---'> 0: and VO'. 0 ---'> '·ell l. Our first task i~ to construct 
a depend~n cy graph of assumptions in A; if all assumption 00 x contains a constraint 
on y we need to produce the gramIIlar of 11 before we produce x 's g~ammar. \Ve then 
can proce~d to create regular tr~e grammars for ~ach overloaded ident ifier in A based 
on dependencies. 'Ne see that Ilvg depends on I and + in A w we mnst compute 
the grammar [or (W .i/ last 
Since identifiers may Le overload~d recursively, as in our example, we will rep-
resent occur,ences of an identifier x in its own constraint list with the start symbol 
for G~ . In the case of const rained type ~cheme~ wi th Illult iple constrai!"1ts, as O[CllrS 
in uvg, we will represent this as a new non-terminal. This non-terminal will define 
new productions for the gramIIlar which resu lt from the computed intersection of the 
constraints. G:ven a constraint set which contains a constraint on x and a constrai nt 
on 11 there intersection is computed a~ L(G",) n L(G~). 
We represcnt the typ e constructors in E as a gra.mmar GE. \\le can then take 
advantage of the fact t hat L(Gr;) n L(G",) '" L(G~) for any overloaded identif.cr x as 
we const ruct our grammars for A. \Ve therefore obtain t he following set of grammars 
for our examp!c assumption set A : 
Gr:. s= int real bool I iist(S) I 
"liS) S---.S pair(S,S) 
G; A~ int reul 
G, , B~ in/ real list(B ) 
G~.~ C~ li~t ( D ) 
-"'I D) 
D ~ int rf,a/ 
where t he non"terminal D represents L(Gf ) n L(G+). 
In our batch implementation of lVo, wh~re we do not allow occurrences of free 
typ~ variables in t he ini tial assllmption set , we can create t he set of regular tree 
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grammars once and reuse the representation. This was the approach we adopted in 
our implementation. 
We can now determine satisfiability of a constraint set C with relation to an 
assumption set B by parsiug each constraint in C, of the form id : "-, with rbpect 
to the grammars computed for B i.e. if T parses with respect to L(G,,,) for each 
constraint in C then C i~ satisfiable. It is possible, though, that we may encounter 
ovedapping constraints in C. [n this case we must first compute the intersections 0 11 
any overlapping constraints before parsing those that don't overlap. If the computed 
intersection is empty then Cis unsatisfiable. An intersection is empty if there exists 
no common type constructor of arity·O between constraints For example, grammar 
G below represent s an empty intersection. 
G = list(G) I ref(G) 
This algorithm is exponential in the number of fQfests input, but this is very 
likely the best we can do for the problem has been shown NP.(ompletc [VoI94bl_ The 
use of OUf implementation of ~VO should provide valuable insight into determining 
whether the NP lower bound for constraint set sat isfiability is a. practicall imitatioD 
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v. IMPLEMENTATION OF W, 
As we ha.ve snm .... li, algorithm Wo has been developed to infer the most general 
type of a term given suitable for ms of overloading. We envision il.U interactive pro-
grammiu;:!; cnVirOIlf!lent it:i which incomplete expressions Me type checked (may have 
placeholder terms) and can be subsequently updated, perbaps req ui ring new types 
to be iuierred 
In this setting, j,-\fo is uusuitable because it is not irt~,.em~flt"l. If it. function, say 
/, is computed Oil input x, then on input change~, we say that the computation of 
/(x + 6) is incrementa l if f(x + t.) is computed from only fix} and d. Altholl;;h our 
implementation does not type check definitions, it nonetheless exh ibits incremental 
type re-computation at the expression level , as we will hhow. 
III efforts to develop an incremental approach to type inference, might at -
tempt to re-write rvo. \Ve have, however chosen an approach which makes lise of a for-
malism, namely atll-ihute grammars, for achieving incremental type re-computation. 
Ut ilizing this formalism we foresee our implementation not only providing a means 
to validate and explore bounds on the problem of type inference in the presence of 
overloading, but also as a ~tep towards integrating increment al algorithms for on· line 
type inference and those for overloading. 
A. THE R OLE OF ATTRIBUTE GRAM MARS 
Updating expressions affords an opportunity to re-use previous type comp\t-
tation. The attribute grammar formalism provides a framework in which type re-
computation is identified with a ttribute re-eva.luation. So if attribute re-evaluation is 
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done incrementally then type re-computat ion is incremental as well and furth ermure 
it is implicit in the formalism. 
U~ing au attribute grammar we can specify the syntax of a language via a 
context-free grammar. Nodes of parse trees are annotated with attributes that are 
pre~cribed by a set of attribute equations given as part of the attribute grammar. If a 
parse tree is edited then at tributes of the tree are re-computed using the equations hO 
that a consistent attrihution is maintained. Re-computing t he attributeb is i!Ilplicit 
and is done hy the attribute evaluator. 
The product iolls of the context-free grammar for type inference in iH[~ which 
we h'1.\"e developed for our implementation are given in Figure 5.1. !'ion-terminals are 
represented in upper case while terminals are in lower case. Terminals in product ions 
that begin with Null represent placeholder terms which have un iversal type Vo.o 
Attributes are distingu ished a~ either synth~sized or inhf./"Ited. Synthesized at-
tributes occur on the left-hand side of attribute equations: inherited attrihutes occur 
on the right-hand side. In other words, in one ca~e attributes are propagated up 
(synthesized) in the parse tree alld in the other they are propagated down (inher-
ited) in the parse tree. Figure 5.2 shows the inherited (AI) and synthesized (AS) 
attributes assor:iated with the productions of Figure 5.1. 
To implement Wo , we define attribute equations, which create dependencies 
between attrihute values. As the derivation trcc is updated these dependencies de-
termi ne what part of the t ree is affected and where sdective re-computution, vja the 
attribute equations, needs to be done in order to re-establish consistent attribute 
values throughout the tree_ The set of attribute equatioD5 in Figure 5.3 then defines 
the dependencies required in each attributed production from Figure 5.1 to imple-
ment Wo. Functional support, indicated by italics, is simplified and represented hy 
de~criptive function names . T he att ributes Sand B of EXP arc precisely those terms 
returned by Wo as di~cussed in Chapter IV. 
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(I ) TOPLEVEL - , ASSntPTIONSET EXPLIST 
12) TOPLEVEL ~ Nu!li'rgrn 
(3 ) ASSlJ .MPTIONSET ' ASSnfP TIONLIST 
(4) ASS'(1I·fPTIONSET --+ NullAsSU1:lp.iollS 
(5) ASS[MPTIONLlST, --+ ASSn,tPTlON ASSUMPTIONLIST, 
(6) ASSUMPTIONLIST ~ NuliAssuop:iou 
(7) ASSUMPTION ~ID T YPESCHEMELIST 
(S) ID 
(9) III ~ Nullld 
(10) TYPESCHDIELIST1 --+ TYPESCHE~1E TYPESCIIE\1ELIST, 
( 11 ) TYPESCHEMELIST ~ NullTypeSchemeList 
( i 2:, TY P ES CHEM E --+ TYPEVARLIST CO NSTRAINTLfST TYPEEXP 
(1;1) TYPESC HEME --+ NnHTypeS"heme 
(H ) TYPEVARLlST, --+ QUANTTYPEVAR TyrEVARllST 2 
(L~) TYPEVARLIST --+ NullTypeVarLis: 
(16) QUANTTYPEVAR --+ TypeVar 
(17) QUANTTYPEVAR - . NullTypeVar 
(18) CO NS TRAI NTLIST j --+ CONSTRAINT CO)l"STRAINTLIST, 
(19) CONSTRAINTLTST --+ NullConslmintLis t 
(20) CONSTRAINT ~ LD TY?EEXP 
(21) CONSTRAINT ~ NullConstraint 













--+ Map(TYPEEXP1 TYPEEXP1 ; 
--+ Pair(TY PEEXP2 TYPF..EXP1 ) 
--+ List(TYPEEXP 2! 
--+ Seq(TYPEEXP2) 
--+ Ref(TYPEEXP2 ) 
--+ EXP EXPLlST 1 
--+ N ullExpression 
--+ EXP1 EXP~ 
"", ,\ LD.EXP, 
--+ let ID = EX Pl in EXP1 
"'" NullExp 
Figure 5, l: Context,free grammar for MLo type inference 
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figure 5.2: Inherited and synthesi:led attributes of implementation grammar 
To illustrate how incremental type recomputation is achieved via incremental 
a ttrihllte evaluat ion, consider Figure 5.4. Here we have a partial derivation tr~ 
annotated with a depeudence graph showing the propagation of attributes in the 
t ree. For ~ implicity, we have choseu one inherited attribute and one synthesized 
att ribute. The infwrited attribute A represents an assumption set. T he synthesized 
attribute T is a constrained type scheme representing the type of an expressiou 
at each node of the tree. Fignre 5.4 represents the partial derivation tree for the 
expression pr(x,>.y.>.z. y z), where pr is of type Va, .3.0. ..... fJ -> pa;r(a,jl) . 
Suppose the expression rooted at node n3 is updated. We can sec that T at node n2 
now must be recomputed hut notice that no change has been made to the expression 
rooted at node nt, which therefore need not he retypechecked. III practice, this can 
result in significant savings as the tree whose root is n 1 can he arbitrarily large. 
1. The Synthesizer Generator Platform 
An atlribute evaluator generator takes as illput a set of attribute equatious, 
sur-h as those in Figure 5.3, for a set of terms and outputs an attribute evaluator that 
takes a term and annotates it with an attribution as prescribed by the equations. 
There arc attribute evaluator generators available today that not only output aU 
attribute evaluator but output one that evaluates attribut~s incrementa!!y. One 
such generator is GrammaTe(".h'g Synthesizer Gellerator (SynCen). 
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I:: ~~;;:::~;:g~~~~:;;:~;: 
~ 5 ) 
{5) ASSUMPTIONLlST.ty;>eEnv =- NullTyp~EnY 
(7) ASSUMPTION,name = ID .nam~ 
ASS UMPTION type = TYPf.SCHEM£LIST 
(8) lD name = ie. 
(9) ' und~d~r~d 
(33) EXF'L1S'!' , .F" ,E", 
(35) EXP,:ypeAss'g ,unenl = Comp"t,Typ .. (lD,nam~. EXP,tneEnY) 
(::\6) EXP , S = le t V = (Iin,!y(EXPJ.S EXP~.typcAssignmcnt), 
(EXP,.typ eAss'gnrnent - , ;Y,wVar(betai)) in 
V (EXPJ.S EXP7'S) 
£XP1,typeAssignment = V beta 
EXPj .B = (V (EXP3.S EXl'j,B)) @ 
(V EXPa,B) 
BXP~ . typeBllv = EXP1,type[nv 
EXPJ,tyVeEnv = EXP~ ,S EXp"typeEnv 
f.XP1 .typeGrammar == EXPL ,typcGrammar 
BXPJ.typeGrammar = EXP1 _typ~Grammar 
(37) EXP , .typeAssignment = (EXP,.S N, wVar(beta)) ~ EXP2.typeA""ignmcnl 
EXPjS = EXP, .S 
EXP : ,B = EXP,.B 
EXP" lypeEnv = ConcatEnv«(ID .name, beta), EXPJ.typnEnv) 
EXP 1.typcGrammar = EXPi· typeGrammar 
(3g) let (B',,,.) = Clo,"( (EXP,.5 EXP1,typeEnv), EXp, .B, 
EXP1 .typeA ... ignment, EXp j ,typeGrammar) 
F,XP : ,typcAMignlllcnt = EXP~.typeASIlignllle nt 
t-;XPjS = (EXPl_S EXP1.5) 
EXPj .R = (EXP~.s B' )@ EXPl_R 
EXP, .typeEnv = EXPj_typeEnv 
EXP~.typeEnv = Concd!'rlt'«(ID,name, IT), (EXP1.S EXPj.typcEnv)) 
EXP l .typcGrammar = EXPI_typcGrammar 
I':XP3_typeGrammar = EXl'l . typ~Gr&ml!J,.r 
(39) F:XI'_typeA>l.'Iignment = N,w V"ribo:t"j 
t:;XP.5 = NliliS libst 
EXP_B = Nn IIConstra..int l.i"t 
Figure .'5.3: Attribute equations for flfLo type i!lference 
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Figure 5.4: A partial derivation tree and dependence graph for pr(x,,\ y .'\z . y z) 
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\\'e bave developed our imp iementat iou utilizing SynGen fo r several reasons 
\!"Ie are able to get a comprehensive aud visually appealing X-windows interface with 
relative ease. Utilizing Syngen a lso fits nicely with ou~ opinion of att: ibute grammar~ 
as being a desirable approach to achieving incremental type inference. Furthermo~e, 
since we profit by t he incremental a lgorithms embedded in SynC en , new advar.ces 
i!l t his area, which may well be inco~porated in future versions, w]l direct ly enhance 
our imp lementation . 
The inc:emental algo~ i thlIls used in SynGen rely heavily on the concept oi 
ordered (ltU·ibute grammars which were introduced ill [KasSO]. The ordered attribute 
grammMs a:e a subdaos of the lloncircular attribute grammars. Though SynGen 
can accept a t tribute grammars which are not ordered, it prohibits circular attribute 
grammars 
The language of SynCen is SSL. Every (usefu l) SSL specification has three 
major decla.ration areas: Abstract syntax which defines a set of grammar rules, At· 
trib ut ion whir:h annotates the grammar with attributes and describes tloeir depen-
dencies, and Unpars ing which ddines display formats for terms, identifies selectable 
productions of the grammar and annotaies which productions are editable. For our 
implement ation, Figure 5.1 represents the Ahstract syntax and Figu~es 5.2 and 5.3 
represent the Attribution. 
2. The Implementation 
We demonstrate our implementa tion through an annotated sequence of 
actual X-windows displa.y screens generated by ollr type checker. Figure 5.5 ~hows 
an initia.l screen with placeholders for an a.ssumption set entry, where we define 
exten sions to an Initial Environment, and an expression. The currently selected term, 
corresponding to the ASSU,"-/PTIONSET production of our gramm ar, is underl ined. 
Kote that the type inferred for thl:' placeholder term <cxp> is <universal type> 
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Figure 5.5: [mplementation initial screen. 
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Wro~ Itmp_mIlUrJg~mi n;/work/bu luth uis1ull ... "rnplhui.l.s 
ASSUMPTIONS: 
O[pon:"Vawith (muJt:(a_(a_a))).(a_(int_a)): 
eq./ ; V a with (nJ?:(a ..... (a_bool))) . (a ..... (a ..... bool)): 
It a with (}.(Iist(a)_(list(a) ..... bool)); 
(illt_(int ..... bool»; 
mult It a with (mult:(a ..... (a--+a))) . (a--+ (a ..... u.»; 
: (int_(int_int); 
: (re. l--+(real ..... real»: 




TYI'E:<Ul1iv .... s3Itype::> 
Figure 5.6: An assumption set defiued. 
We have entered an assumption set in Figure 5.6 with three ovcrloaded 
identifiers. T he first type scheme for each identifier, without the constraints, must 
represent the LCG of that idcll tifier. The implementation currently does not COffi-
pute the LCG and so it must be provided hy the user . .\l"ote the term~ enclosed in 
boxes at the hot tom of the screen. These are called transforms. \Vith the placeholder 
for TYPEEXP selected, we may select a transform with the mouse and replace the 
selcded placeholder term with a term associated with tbe transform. This provi"e~ 
an alternative means to enter terms without the need for the user to remember tile 
appropria te syntax. Users may also enter terms directly as long as the terlll being 
edited is defined in the unparsing rules. 
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In Figure 5.7 we have entered three expressions whose types have beeu 
inferred . The type of ollr first expres~ion is represented by a constrained type scheme; 
it is the !!lost general type we can give to it and we can be no more specific without 
more information . In the second expression, where r : real is defi[led in the initial 
environment, we see that. since mull is deflIled over real~, applying e;r;pon to r satisfies 
the constraint on upon and we are able to infer a finite type for the expression. An 
ulISatisflable constraint bas been encountered in our fillal expression. This is a res ult 
of the multiple constraints Oil muit and eq? in the third assumption of mull. We can 
see t hat the grdmmM for mull is: 
f G,,,ul': S = int I real I1st{ U) ) l U =; int I 
which dearly does not derive list{real). 
It is also possible to directly examine the attributes of the parse tree at 
any point in the execution. This functionality, though mainly useful for debugging, 
can provide a means to investigate aspects of the implementation from a lower level 
viewpoint. For example, one might wish to examine a representation of the regular 
t ree grammars produced for overloaded identifiers in a given assumption set. This 
can be done by examining the attribute typ~Grammar at any EXP node of the 
parse tree. For instance, Figure 5.8 shows the regular tree grammars computed for 
the assumption ~ct of Figure 5.7. Note that we have chosen to represent the start 
symbol of grammar G,il as id, for each overloaded identifier id in the assumption 
set. In addition, id1_'Lid1 was chosen to represent L(G;dl)nL(G;~,) . 
We have given a brief overview, through examples, of the X-windows int~r­
face and general functionality of Ollr implementation of Wo with parametric over 
loading. Ry examining instanc~~ of type inferellce in M4, in the setting of our 
implementation, we have endeavored to provide the reader with a clearer under-




o:pon:\!awith (mult:(o:: ...... (a.--+ 0::))). (a.--+(int ...... a)); 
ell?:\! awith (eq?:(a.--+(a--+bool))) . (a ...... (a ...... bool)); 
: Vawith o. (list(a)--+ (1in(a)--+bool»; 
(int ...... (int ...... bool»; 
mult:V awith (mult:(u ...... (a--+u))). (u ...... (a ...... a.»; 
I 
'(i"H(i"'~in<)); 
: (real ...... (real--+real»; 
V o:with (mult:(a ...... (a ...... a)),eq?:(u --+ (0:--+ bool))). (list{u) ...... (fut(a.) --+lirt(a»)) 
F.XPRESSIONS: 
,mult 
ITYPE: V(u) with (mult:(u-o(u-oa))).(u-o(o:-+a.)); 
o:ponr 
TYPE: (int--+leal); 




Figure 5.7: Type infereDce of three expressions. 
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!!iI - sha", - (read- only) 
L:(intlbool l real l lirt(!:)lreq(!:) I ~(!:) I (!:_!:)lp.ir(!:~); 
eq1:(lirt(t) l int); 
mule (int I rev.l11irt(eq7_ * _mult)); 
ecpon: (mult); 
eq1_ *_mule (lilt(eq7_* _rnult) I int); 
Figure 5.8: Representation of attribute lypeGrammar 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We haVf~ considered the problem of type inference ill dIl extension to the type 
AIL called ,'111.0 _ The type system A1Lo is a formalism which is more s\litaole 
[or implement iug future lang\lages by virtue of its incorporation of global overloading. 
Yet this increased fllnct ionality int roduces new probleIll~ in developi:lg algorithms 
which make typabili ty decidable. Without restrictions on the types of overloadings 
and t he structure of constraint sets, typability in AILe is :mdccidable. TypaLility 
in ML" is Turi ng reducible to the problem of determining if a set of constraints 
is satisfiable with respect to a given ~et of assumptions. If assumpt ion sets are 
restricted to parametric overloaJings t he problem of constraint ~d satisfiability is 
NP·comp lete 
The type inference a lgorithm Wo with parametric overloading has been imple-
mented ut i lizing the formalism of attribute grammars with GrammaTech's Syuthe-
sizer Generator. It performs type inference on expressions ill an interactive en ... i-
ronmenL Type inference is performed incrementally so that the types of partial 
expre~~ions can he inferred and efficiency of re-computation in the presence of up-
dates is enhanced. Con~equently, immediate feedback is provided to the user as 
expressions are entered and updated. 
Our implementa.tion will be used to examine the practical bounds on the prob 
lem of constraint-set satisflability. It will abo represent a significant tool for explor-
ing the limits of bounded polymorphism, or overloading, in programming languages. 
Can we devise new forms of overloading which an~ more flexible than parametric 
overloading yet retain a decidable satisfiabil ity problem? 
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A. FUTURE WORK 
This thesis will serve as a basis for further research aimed at ultimately de 
vcloping a lype discipline for a clas~ of implicitly-typed imperative programming 
languages with sdltypes, overloading and polymorphi~m, A more immediate goal 
:s to merge our implementation of Wa with an SSL implementation that performh 
on-li ne type inference utilizing t he type inference algorithm Wof AiL 
On -li ne type inference allows the introduct ion of uew global defmitions as a 
program is produced. T his differs from our batch implementation, where we have 
assumptions about types of free ids available to eacb expression in the fOfm of at} 
assumption se t. The incorporation of overloading in an oD-line implementation will 
be t he subject of the next step in t his research effort. This will produce an interactive 
environment where gluhal definitions, perhaps overioa.ded, may be introd\l ced at any 
puint in the program. Types of all dependent terms are then recumputed as a result 
of these new definit io ns. 
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